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Bearing the image of a clear sky, our corporate symbol 
expresses kindness and compassion for nature and the 
environment. All of our business operations are based on 
our strong devotion to protecting precious nature and the 
environment and passing them on to the next generation.

As our specific commitment to the creation of a resource-
recycling-oriented society and a reduced environmental 
footprint, we are developing a wide range of business 
operations, such as detoxifying/recycling of industrial 
waste, precision cleaning of semiconductor/panel manu-
facturing equipment components, reclaiming of silicon 
wafers, and fine chemicals by taking advantage of chemi-
cal technologies.

Always rising to take on the challenges that face our 
customers and society, we have provided Reduce, Reuse, 
and Recycle solutions for many years. Thanks to our 
proven expertise, we have earned the value of “Reliance” 
from both our domestic and overseas customers.
Earning your reliance and recognition are what drives 
each and every one of our employees. Each one of us in a 
united effort is committed to continuous evolution in order 
to provide new products and services for the future.

 Toshiro Eto, President

RISO Kurosaki-ekimae Bldg., 
3-9-22,

14,200
900 employees

2017
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Recycling rate 99.8%

Recycling of raw materials

At Shinryo we are able to respond to all of our 
customer’s various recycling needs, including the 
recycling of such substances as oil, waste acid, 
waste alkaline, raw materials for cement, and other 
accumulated industrial chemical waste.

Water treatment equipment

P
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Shinryo’s proprietary technology to minimize and 
optimize stock removal by polishing depending 
on condition of received wafers from you. 
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Wafer bump plating  Ø10 um Cu pillar + solder bump plating  Ø75 um

IC lead SnAgCu plating

300mm wafers

Single-wafer polishing
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Wafer Device Business 

Electronic Processed Items

【 Business line 】
◎ Wafer reclaiming（200mm, 300mm）
◎ Cleaning of shipping boxes
・FOSB／FOUP and others. We also provide cleaning of your    
 wafer boxes or pods

◎ Reclaiming of specially-treated wafers 
・We have experiences to reclaim specially treated wafers, 
 such as surface-treated wafers.

◎ Various measurement and analysis on 
wafers

◎ Sales of silicon wafers

【 Business line 】
◎ Leadframe exterior plating
◎ Ball plating (for cored solder balls)
◎ Wafer bump plating
◎ Wire plating
◎ Various functional plating 
(abrasion resistance, slidability, corrosion resistance, etc.)

◎ Development prototype production services

Huge amount

With leadframe exterior plating as our base, we develop new plating 
technologies that offer various functional plated products that meet 
customer needs such as microfabrication, pitch reduction, increased 
precision and high functionality.

FE-SEM XRF

Contribution to CO2 reduction

We contribute to client and our CO２ reduction efforts 
through our business activities.

2016　205,000t
2017　226,000t
2018　224,000t
※Method of calculation … According to the internal rules

Effect of CO２ reduction
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